
Glisser Features

Enable your attendees to participate anonymously, or share their name with other audience members, create 

a profile, and begin making new contacts. Track every connection your meeting facilitates.



Using Glisser Elements you can restrict access to attendee lists even further, enabling just VIP attendees or 

premium sponsors to view and connect with audience members. Drive other activities between new 

connections, including 121 video calls.

Our platform easily handles concurrent breakout rooms, with no limit on the number you can run. With every 

room connected by customizable links, moving audiences around is simple.



Each breakout can be individually named and branded, creating theming or sponsorship opportunities. Our 

hybrid-ready platform makes it easy for presenters to manage smaller breakout rooms in-person.

A unique security feature that overlays a watermark of an attendee's own email or ID over the slide viewer, 

making it impossible to screengrab and share content without the offender being known.



If you enable content downloading, this watermark will also be included on every slide sent to the audience 

member, both within the PDF attachment and thumbnail slides.

Attendees can create and build their event profile, connecting in existing social accounts, and make this 

available and searchable for networking.



By combining this with our customizable attendee consent forms, you are able to gain permission to access 

and use these profiles to supplement any information collected at registration.

A unique feature that generates a random winner or winners from every attendee in the session. Use to 

gamify attendance or even select one of your audience to speak to the room.



Choose up to ten winners per lottery, and unlimited lotteries per session. You have total control over whether 

the results are shared with audiences or kept secret.

Audience Lottery ENGAGEMENT

 Attendee Connections ENGAGEMENT CONNECTIONS

Attendee Profiles CONNECTIONS

Breakout Rooms ENGAGEMENT CONNECTIONS

Content Watermarks CUSTOMIZATION MONETIZATION

Chat

Our Q&A feed doubles as a chatroom, with user instructions completely editable to encourage a more 

informal dialogue between the attendees.



Chat can be moderated just like our Q&A feed, so you can control the conversation and delete any unwanted 

comments. With Glisser Elements run chat and Q&A in parallel.

ENGAGEMENT CONNECTIONS



Upload your branded CPE / CPD certificate and allow your attendees to automatically download a custom 

copy (with their name and the date) immediately as the session concludes.



Certificates are sent in a customized email that automatically takes the branding, color palette and design 

scheme from your event, and all text is fully editable.

Our core platform allows you to customize your event URL in the format 'glsr.live/[code]', or direct attendees to 

a vanity URL pointing at this location. Glisser Elements allows you to embed Glisser into any URL you choose.



With Glisser Elements you are able to embed each interactive component individually into your own digital 

location. This could be your website, a microsite, your intranet, an online shop, within a members' area or 

other existing secure environment.

Glisser Elements uniquely lets you embed each component of our platform (features like Q&A or streaming) 

into your own website, intranet or digital platform. We're compatible with all the major website CMS providers.



One of the big benefits of this approach is that you have full control over the layout of your virtual event, and 

the user journey between sessions. Plus you can integrate with your own log-in, and other components to 

create a truly unique result.

Uniquely, our CRM integrations go beyond just sharing attendee IDs. We can match individual polls, tests and 

surveys to your CRM fields, and ensure every interaction and response can be sent cleanly to your core 

systems.



Our Salesforce integration validates your data before transferring, and we've even created specialized poll 

types to ensure information can be captured and shared in a consistent format.

Our core platform allows fast and great-looking adjustments to colors, images, logos, backgrounds and text 

to create a bespoke branded experience. Our unique 'Elements' take this even further for a fully white-labeled 

virtual venue.



In fact, through Glisser Elements our platform can perfectly mimic your own digital environments - 

automatically adopting the font of the host website, for example - to deliver a seamless experience. 

Custom Branding

CPE / CPD Certificates ENGAGEMENT

CRM Integration INSIGHTS

Custom URLs

Embeddable Elements CUSTOMIZATION

Your delegates can download slides, brochures and any other content being presented as soon as the 

session ends, at the touch of a button. Any notes they've taken are packaged with this.



Unlike other platforms, we collate the final slide decks as the session begins, using the actual version 

presented. No more worrying about PDF version control due to last minute changes.

Downloadable Content ENGAGEMENT

CUSTOMIZATION MONETIZATION

CUSTOMIZATION



Our platform offers a range of gamification options, including quizzes and lottery draws, as well as 

integrations with 3rd-party game and selfie-booth providers that offer ready-to-go and customized 

interactive tools.



Using our embeddable interactive elements with realtime data feeds, the potential to gamify your meeting, or 

even an entire metaverse, is really only limited by your imagination.

Our live polling options are the most extensive on the market, including picture polling and in-room results 

displays. What's more, every poll can be saved to a library and re-used or shared with colleagues' Glisser 

accounts.



Through these common poll libraries, it's faster to deploy consistent data collection across large or multiple 

events, and all the results are linked together, so more easily compared between separate sessions.

Our open REST APIs enable you to connect Glisser into your marketing and sales technology stack. We also 

offer pre-built deep connections with platforms such as Salesforce that provide simple transfer of all 

audience engagement data.



Request a developer account to generate an API token and begin connecting Glisser to your other 

technologies immediately. Use live data from your audiences to drive other activities, feed your own analytics 

dashboards, or gamify your metaverse.



Mobile and hybrid-ready since day one, your in-room delegates participate through exactly the same 

platform as your virtual delegates, for a consistent experience and no 'second class' attendees.



We do not use native (iOS or Android) apps as these are too slow for in-room live audience engagement, 

preferring web apps (which don't need to be downloaded). However, we integrate easily into all the major 

native event apps.

We integrate with a number of third party video platforms that generate live captions, while our integration 

with Wordly allows live speaker audio to be captioned (outside of video for better accessibility) and 

translated into multiple languages.



We work alongside you to understand your captioning requirements, and this feeds into our recommendation 

of the most appropriate video streaming platform to select. With 13 video options we're sure to find a good fit.

Hybrid / Mobile Enabled

Open APIs CUSTOMIZATION

Integrated note taking allows your delegates to jot down thoughts in the session, which are downloaded 

immediately as it wraps up. Slide-by-slide analysis of note-taking then provides a unique data point for you.



Our note-taking analytics provide one of the most powerful measures of audience engagement, since a 

highly active and engaged participant is more likely have understood the messaging, or represents a warmer 

lead.

Note-Taking ENGAGEMENT

Gamification ENGAGEMENT MONETIZATION

ENGAGEMENT

Live Polling & Poll Library ENGAGEMENT

Live Captioning ENGAGEMENT CUSTOMIZATION



Whether used for serious testing or fun quizzes, our platform handles both. Create a series of questions, 

assign correct answers and off you go, with rolling leaderboards to keep your audience in the picture.



We've worked with CPE / CPD providers to develop features specifically designed to ensure the validity of the 

answers you collect. Plus you get the simplicity of those results going into a single database from thousands 

of separate sessions.

Our platform can integrate with your existing registration system, connecting via API to pass your registration 

data across to Glisser, where we manage the attendee list and access controls.



We offer a number of existing registration platform integrations, and have a number of preferred suppliers we 

recommend. Alternatively, you can simply upload a spreadsheet of delegates into Glisser, or add or remove 

additional delegates separately.

Our live Q&A stream allows anonymous or named posting, can be fully moderated (accept/reject/edit/

archive) or left open without moderation. Event organizers can also respond in the feed itself.



As a fully hybrid platform, we offer a big-screen-friendly display view of all Q&A which can be fully branded, 

and operated by an AV team, or presenters themselves via quick keys.

We combine hundreds of data points into a dashboard of digestible analytics, calculating a 'Glisser 

Engagement Index' score for every attendee, session or event in realtime.



As well as live data through our dashboard, we offer downloadable infographics and CSV formats, direct 

feeds into selected CRM and marketing automation platforms, and Rest APIs for other integrations.

Create a session utilizing integrated video conferencing (including Zoom and our own Glisser Stream) and 

round table networking meetings are formed. Add polls and surveys to extract key data points.



Control attendance into round tables using 'related links' from other sessions, or create separate 'VIP' events 

and limit access using whitelists and/or passcodes. There are no limits to the number of tables you can 

create.

Quizzes, Tests & Leaderboards ENGAGEMENT INSIGHTS

INSIGHTSReal Time Analytics

ENGAGEMENT CONNECTIONS

Round Table Networking ENGAGEMENT CONNECTIONS

Q&A (Moderatable)

Registration Integration CUSTOMIZATION MONETIZATION

Glisser integrates with a range of platforms to enable you to add pre-recorded video content into your live 

meeting, and records live sessions so that they are available post-event on-demand.



Pre-recorded content can be set up in 'simulive' format of needed, playing at a specific time. Meanwhile all 

on-demand content stays available for as long as you're a Glisser client.

On-Demand Content CUSTOMIZATION MONETIZATION



Our comprehensive polling and survey options, combined with our poll libraries that make them easy to 

deploy at scale, makes ratings a simple addition to every session.



By duplicating rating polls across sessions from the poll library, every poll is permanently linked, meaning 

easy comparison of results. Hundreds or thousands of unique sessions can be compared in minutes.

Glisser offers numerous spaces to add sponsor logos, videos, or links to external content or on-platform 

sessions or booths. Each provide excellent monetization possibilities.



We've huge amounts of experience working with our clients to support them in developing bespoke virtual 

sponsorship packages that get the most out of the features we have to offer.

Glisser allows you to link accounts across your whole team or organization, meaning events and meetings 

can be managed together, and slide/poll content can be shared across users.



This approach keeps you in control of your Glisser licences, so you can assign and revoke as required, but 

gives everyone access to co-create and deliver your events portfolio or training program.

With Glisser you can share slides independent of the video stream, giving a far cleaner experience and 

allowing delegates to zoom in on detail, go back to previous content, or download the deck instantly. 

Regular screenshare works as well!



Video can be embedded into the slide feed, playing in high quality alongside the live broadcast or web 

conference, rather than replacing that feed. The result is a far more professional experience and many 

creative options.

Create a session utilizing integrated video conferencing (including Zoom and our own Glisser Stream), add 

brochures, data gathering surveys and branding, for an effective sponsor hub.



Sponsors can monitor hubs throughout the event, or use focused content-driven thought-leadership 

sessions to drive attendees at key points and maximize ROI. Post-event, on-demand video can be used to 

create a sponsor resource.

Post-session or post-event surveys are simple to create and our libraries save you time when using across 

multiple meetings or events. You can even incentivize completion with access to the downloadable slides.



By placing surveys directly after sessions, and making answers a requirement to download slides, personal 

notes or CPE / CPD certificates, we typically see survey completion rates well over 80%.

Session Ratings ENGAGEMENT INSIGHTS

ENGAGEMENT INSIGHTSSurveys

Sponsor Branding CUSTOMIZATION MONETIZATION

Sponsor Hubs MONETIZATION

Slide Sharing CUSTOMIZATION MONETIZATIONENGAGEMENT

Team Access INSIGHTS

Glisser offers a range of attendee onboarding mechanisms, ranging from simple anonymous entry, through 

email or ID entry, to highly secure two-factor authentication and entry-lists. Optimize your onboarding route 

based upon the needs of your event.



Utilize Single-Sign-On (SSO) with options such as OneLogin, or integrate Glisser Elements into your platform 

with silent login to pass attendee IDs into our components for coordinated delegate journey tracking.

Secure Attendee Onboarding CUSTOMIZATION



ENGAGEMENT CUSTOMIZATION

Whether you use Glisser Stream or an integrated third-party video platform, Glisser records live sessions so 

that they are available post-event on-demand. Recordings are pre-cut so no additional video editing is 

required.



Video recording can be automatically deployed via our 'green room' live control, so there's no need for your 

presenters to do anything, or worry about the session not recording - it's all taken care of.

Add a Twitter feed to your virtual meeting, and a Twitter display wall in-room for your hybrid event, for your 

selected hashtag. Twitter analytics are then integrated into our main data dashboard.



Simply add your event hashtag and every Tweet is displayed to both virtual and in-room audiences. Using 

Glisser Elements you are able to embed multiple Twitter feeds for a range of hashtags.

Video interstitials can be added at the start of your event, or just before individual sessions start. These can 

be used for event branding, explaining the platform, providing other instructions, or sold to sponsors as 

advertising slots.



Virtual meetings offer a platform for you to think like a TV broadcaster as much as an event planner, and the 

use of video in this way is a powerful tool to help achieve your objectives.

Glisser offers both video conferencing and broadcast streaming options, using our own Glisser Stream 

solution, and 13 third-party providers. We offer more video streaming choice than anyone else.



Different meeting formats put different demands on video. We work with you to understand your objectives 

and the meeting design, and help you select the right video streaming options to meet those needs.

Video Recording

CUSTOMIZATION MONETIZATIONVideo Interstitials

Twitter Wall / Feed ENGAGEMENT CUSTOMIZATION

Video Streaming

You have full control over access to meetings and individual sessions, controlled via 'waiting rooms'. These 

also provide a great chance to entertain your guests with video or games, or show sponsors' messages.



Waiting rooms put you in control of the attendee journey, improve security around content, and help create a 

professional finish to your event. They also offer a great sponsorship or messaging opportunity.

Waiting Rooms ENGAGEMENT

Audience text responses are easily visualized as word clouds, shared with both virtual and in-room 

audiences, for an impactful summary of key thoughts or viewpoints.



Word clouds are great for your audiences, giving them an interesting summary of key topics, but are also a 

valuable data visualization tool for you when drawing out the main themes being discussed.

Word Clouds ENGAGEMENT INSIGHTS

Every line of text on the Glisser platform can be translated into any language, and 10 languages are available 

off-the-shelf. Additionally, we integrate Wordly for live session translation into 16 languages.



Our Wordly integration connects directly with our 'green room' live control, making it simple to capture your 

speakers' audio for AI translation, with attendees able to select their preferred language.

Translation Services ENGAGEMENT CUSTOMIZATION

MONETIZATION


